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Cover Letter- Narrative stance
Narrative:
It is July 4th. It is a fitting moment that I finally am addressing some of my serious complaints
and telling my story in regards to my experience with the legal system, lawyers, and an industry
without rights.
I am a recreational cannabis business. One of the first farms licensed. We have experienced every
single tragedy of the industry. From the rains of the first year destroying our crop to the
vexatious and greed driven litigation tactics. It is such a common story for farmers to experience
the downside of sharecropping, and as usual the loss of time and money at the hands of those
with more power, and more money.
I am filing many complaints today. It is not one complaint in a sense, that it is a storyline of
abuse with many characters taking bites.
Importantly I want to draw attention to the fact that we are in a unique position in regards to
rights, ability to defend ourselves, and ability to change course.
We were sued on the day of harvest by our landlord after a year of issues and abuse. After a year
of loss, this harvest was worked with sweat to come back from such a loss.
This lawsuit was based on a supposed oral agreement that never occurred. It was a foot in the
door to ultimately control our business, seize the crop, and destroy us as a business and lives
personally.
Fortunately, in our first court appearance, where the plaintiff literally had a proposed crop
receiver; the efforts were thwarted and the judge saw this as a sharecropper waiting till harvest to
ultimately take the crop. The receiver proposed was one if his deep partnership and business
affiliates which was stating was full of conflict and competition.
After that court victory, I knew it wasn’t over, and what has ensued since then has been
incredible amounts of abuse, loss, damage, and malicious legal tactics.
It has been almost 1 year since the first litigation started. We are now a feeding ground for
colleagues of the opposing attorney. And we are a rich feeding ground, because we are without
federal rights.

This will provide a narrative for the various complaints filed today. As the pre-story to the
several envelopes of complaints that will develop the differing issues and overall abuse we have
endured.
The complaints are filed in narrative order of persons and occurrence to have a chronological
reference point.
Thank you for your kind attention and action regarding the multitude of complaints and
grievances submitted here.

